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 Hemingway, Literalism, and Transgender Reading

 Valerie Rohy

 F rom the 1980s to the turn of the twenty-first century, Hemingway
 studies underwent a fundamental revision, as new scholarship revealed
 unimagined complexities in the gendered life of the iconically masculine
 author. Reflecting the author s commodified persona, Hemingway s bi-
 ography always enjoyed a special status, but the confluence of his life and
 work reached a new intensity when an edited portion of The Garden of
 Eden appeared in 1986. Hemingway's manuscripts for the novel, expansive
 but unfinished at his death in 1961, showed the depth of his interest in
 homosexuality and the mutability of gender.1 As published, The Garden of

 Eden describes a young American couple on their honeymoon in Spain
 and the south of France in the 1920s; David is a writer distracted by his

 wife's exploration of masculinity, racialized fantasy, and lesbianism.2 Early
 in the narrative, Catherine surprises her husband with a haircut "cropped

 as short as a boy's" (14) explaining "I'm a girl, But now I'm a boy too"
 (15). That night she goes further:

 He had shut his eyes and he could feel the long light weight of
 her on him. He lay there and felt something and then her hand
 holding him and searching lower and he helped with his hands
 and then lay back in the dark and did not think at all and only
 felt the weight and the strangeness inside and she said: "Now
 you can't tell who is who can you?" (17)

 Commenting on this scene, critics both observe its ambiguity and of-
 fer a litany of more or less mechanical explanations.3 More important
 than what's happening, however, is the estrangement of gender from
 heteronormative conventions; to specify who does what to whom is to
 miss Hemingway's radical dissociation of gender from genital sex. After
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 this merging of masculinity and femininity, however, later episodes of
 gender change assume a heterosexual pattern: Catherine will become
 a "boy" and ask David to "change" into a girl.4 The result, for David, is
 the approximate obverse of what Judith Halberstam has named "female
 masculinity" (9) - something we might well call "male femininity."5

 Such textual incidents were quickly adduced as biographical evidence,
 especially where gender was concerned. In an influential 1987 biography,
 Kenneth Lynn recounts how Hemingway s mother dressed and coifed
 him in feminine styles as a toddler and cast little Ernest as a twin sister to

 his older sibling Marcelline (38-43). Mark Spilka s 1990 study, Heming-
 way's Quarrel with Androgyny, draws on The Garden of Eden and retrieves

 extant material from Mary Welsh Hemingways 1976 memoir regarding
 the sex-change fantasies she and Ernest enjoyed on one African safari
 (352). And in his 1999 study, Hemingway's Fetishism, Carl P. Eby deliv-
 ers an exhaustive report on Hemingway s sexuality and gender identity,
 quoting portions of Mary s diary included in her memoir, in which, on
 the same 1953 trip, Hemingway established a "New Names Department,"
 rechristening himself as "Kathrin Ernest Hemingway" and her as "Peter
 Mary Welsh-Hemingway" (179). Marys memoir suggests that Hemingway
 sometimes imagined himself as a woman in their sexual encounters, and
 on a few occasions styled his appearance in ways he considered feminine,
 although he never wore women's clothing. Eby regards as symptomatic
 Hemingways hair-dying at home in Cuba in 1947 (202-03), shaving his
 head "like a Masai girl" (190) on the 1953 safari, and on the same trip, his
 (unrealized) wish to have his ears pierced (173). This is interesting mate-
 rial, but it is also problematic - not because Hemingway chose to explore
 male femininity, but because some of his most prominent critics have
 found that exploration essentially and irremediably pathological. Lynn sees
 Hemingways self-portrait in the pervasive "deviationism" (540) of The
 Garden of Eden ; Spilka argues that the author s "fictional cross-dressings"
 (314) reveal his psychic "wound of androgyny" (222); and Eby calls the
 novel "transvestic pornography" ( Fetishism 245).

 Among other things, the treatment of Hemingway s new biography
 demonstrates the limits of queer theory's dissemination in the space of its
 institutional origin, the English department. The studies I have cited, from

 Lynns book in 1987 to Eby 's in 1999, appeared at the height of queer
 theory's first wave, and yet no murmur of that revolution seems to have

 reached them. Nor do they, for the most part, reflect the feminist theory
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 that was, by the mid-1980s, well established as a critical methodology for

 the examination of gender issues. Two notable exceptions in this period
 are J. Gerald Kennedy's "Hemingway's Gender Trouble" (1991) - which,
 citing Judith Butler's pathbreaking study, finds the real trouble in the sex-

 ual mores of Hemingway's day - and Nancy Comley and Robert Scho-
 les s 1994 Hemingway's Genders, which equably acknowledges the ways in
 which Hemingway was "fascinated by sexual metamorphoses" (59) .6 In
 view of this work, it might be argued that Lynn, Spilka, and Eby's views
 of gender represent the past, not the present, of Hemingway scholarship.

 Yet feminist and queer readings of Hemingway have remained largely
 disengaged from those that defend gender and sexual norms. Without
 a concerted effort to articulate the schism between those readings or to
 assign retrograde premises to the past, the notion of Hemingway s femi-
 ninity as pathological has continued into the twenty-first century, despite

 the presence of more progressive voices in Hemingway scholarship and
 in modernist studies.7

 Although both feminist and queer readers might well take issue
 with accounts of Hemingway's masculinity as compromised, only now
 will such accounts strike at least some readers with a different urgency,
 informed by an understanding of gender normativity that, if indebted
 to feminist and queer criticism, has been substantially honed by trans-
 gender theory. While it is not my purpose to categorize Hemingway's
 gender identity, some definitions may be useful. A capacious concept,
 "transgender" includes various non-normative gender expressions and
 identities, of which the transvestite and the transsexual are perhaps the
 most visible. Susan Stryker notes Leslie Feinberg's notion of transgender
 as "an umbrella term for an imagined community encompassing trans-
 sexuals, drag queens, butches, hermaphrodites, cross-dressers, masculine
 women, effeminate men, sissies, tomboys, and anybody else willing to
 be interpellated by the term" ((De)Subjugateä 4). Although we cannot
 know Hemingway's will, we can decipher the ways in which his gender
 identity has been understood by others and to what ends. Among these,
 some readings - like the notion of his "wound of androgyny" - reflect a
 specifically transphobic bias. Uneasy as I am with the language of phobia,
 which often attributes crude etiologies to complex cultural formations,
 gender-normative cannot begin to express the sheer force of aversive
 energy aroused by Hemingway's femininity. Transphobia is not misogyny,
 for it does not simply abase women; instead, it refuses gender complexity,
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 targeting persons whose apparent "physical" sex does not match their felt

 or expressed gender. As such, it requires conceptual tools rather different

 than those of queer theory and feminist theory, both of which have been
 slow to investigate transgender issues.

 In what follows, I consider The Garden of Eden and the critical con-
 versation surrounding Hemingway since the publication of the Lynn
 biography, tracing the ways in which discussions of Hemingway s gen-
 der identity raise questions relevant to transgender studies now. I argue
 that we must understand some responses to Hemingway as transphobic
 whether or not we see him as a transgender author. Transgender reading
 does not induct Hemingway into the pantheon of LGBT writers; it asks
 what difference it would make if our approaches to his life and work
 looked more like our readings of gender-normative authors in their meth-

 odologies, assumptions, and tone. Diagnoses of his supposed perversity not

 only limit our understanding of Hemingway; they also perpetuate gender
 biases whose effects are by no means confined to literature. Just as the
 schoolyard slur "that's so gay" functions homophobically whether or not
 its object is gay, the derogation of Hemingway s femininity perpetuates
 a critical discourse in which intolerance of gender variation persists. If
 transgender reading does not presuppose the identity of the critic or her
 subject, it does demand a rigorous attention to the inscription of cultural
 norms that constrain gender identity and expression. In Hemingway criti-

 cism, Debra Moddelmog's queer scholarship sets an important precedent.
 Without naming Hemingway as gay, Moddelmog shows that readings
 of his texts have been contorted by efforts not to see him as gay and she

 insists, in the face of his monumental reputation, that what queerness
 Hemingway does evince can be embraced as a positive aspect of his work
 and life ( Reading Desire 42-43; "Queer Families" 173-75). 8 Adapted for
 the gradient of gender identity, this template suggests that a transgender

 reading need not name Hemingway as transgender, but must cease to
 defend him against transgender possibilities, recognize that these pos-
 sibilities may be positive, and engage with current ideas of gender in and
 around transgender theory. To do this, my reading must necessarily revise
 some aspects of Moddelmog's. Given its focus, her study tends to translate

 questions of (trans) gender into issues of (homo) sexuality - for example,
 by reading the sexual encounter between boy-identified Catherine and
 girl-identified David as homosexual, not heterosexual. It is true that, as
 Moddelmog writes, "gender can be a smoke screen that blocks the more
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 incendiary topic of sexuality" (Reading Desire 3), 9 but sometimes gender
 is the more incendiary topic.

 Needless to say, Hemingway did not suffer the stigma that most
 transgender people endure; indeed, he retained the dubious privilege
 of stigmatizing others. (His macho reputation seems to license today s
 critics to devalue his femininity, as if demonstrating their loyalty to that

 other Hemingway.) Despite his self-consciousness about being differently
 gendered, he would hardly have identified with a trans community, even
 had the term been available to him. He seemed to think he had person-
 ally invented male femininity, "something quite new and outside all tribal

 law," though he did recognize his likeness to his transsexual son Gregory
 (Mary Welsh Hemingway 370). 10 At a time when so many transgender
 authors have yet to be explored, it may seem ill-advised to foreground the

 gender of a white, heterosexual man renowned for his masculinity. Can't
 the argument against gender normativity find more apposite texts and
 authors, whose examination, in whatever form, does not further confirm

 their canonical status? Surely the risks attending any literary analysis be-

 come more acute amid questions of cultural visibility, privilege, and rights

 of access. I hope it will be clear, therefore, that no reading of Hemingway

 can replace the study of transgender authors or describe their experiences.
 Likewise, I do not assume that all transphobia is the same: the response
 of Hemingway s biographers and critics to his femininity, for example,
 only obliquely resembles the brutal media coverage following the death
 of Gloria (formerly Gregory) Hemingway in a Florida women's prison
 in 2001. 11 My reading grows from the conviction that we cannot wait
 for the right occasion to resist bias; we must respond when and where we
 find it. Riki Wilchins has maintained that gender stereotypes are "an issue

 for everyone ' (267); certainly they are for all readers of Hemingway who
 would decline what Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick has called "the privilege of
 unknowing" ( Tendencies 23).

 While Hemingway scholarship may gain from biographical approach-
 es sympathetic to non-normative gendering, my goal is not to capture
 the truth of the author's experience, but to consider how The Garden of
 Eden , the novel that launched his critical reappraisal, might enable new
 views of gender dissidence and gender discipline. Toward that end, I first
 trace the notion of failed masculinity in Hemingway biography and
 criticism, showing how male femininity is portrayed tout court as patho-

 logical. Second, I consider theories of gender as a semiotic system in the
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 context of the novels intense attention to heuristic questions, including
 the difference between literal and figurative readings. I argue that gender

 norms rely on a literalism that takes the meaning of the sexed body as
 self-evident and assumes its natural correspondence with gender. The role

 of literalism in the policing of normative masculinity and femininity has

 consequences for transgender theory as well, suggesting that metaphor
 and irony, those unfaithful forms of signification, may in fact be essential

 tools for the reading of gender. In The Garden of Eden , however, the in-

 sistence on literal reading shapes a gendered reality in which Catherine s
 female masculinity will be read as unreadable, consigned to the nonsense
 of madness. I end with a brief analysis of the two passages from Mary s
 safari diary in which Hemingway discusses his femininity, both to com-
 plicate critics' focus on negative tropes of gender variation and to outline
 how the reading of gender might resist antinomies of literalism and irony,

 surface and depth.

 A matter of measurements

 Where Hemingway s femininity is concerned, critics' responses often

 recall the author s own less than liberal remarks on gender and sexuality.
 In A Moveable Feast , Hemingway makes every effort to unman F. Scott
 Fitzgerald, noting his "pretty face" (149) and his "delicate long-lipped
 Irish mouth that, on a girl, would have been the mouth of a beauty" (190).

 Hemingway's assessment - "The mouth worried you until you knew him,
 and then it worried you more" (191) - is a prelude to the discussion of
 Fitzgerald's phallic adequacy in the chapter titled "A Matter of Measure-
 ments." Unable to imagine male femininity except as ruined masculinity,
 it is the critics who are measuring now. Readers' investment in Heming-
 way's femininity - as tragedy, as comedy, as occasion for schadenfreude, as

 parody, as case study, and as opportunity for critical mastery - depends on
 disidentifying from the author and locating themselves outside the text.
 At stake in Hemingway s emasculation is someone else's phallic author-
 ity - but as usual, there is no outside. Pursuing the question of Heming-
 way's gender, Lynn, Spilka, and Eby raise fictional texts to the status of
 biography with little regard for distinctions between author and character.

 Although Lynn sets himself apart from "literal-minded critics" (228), he
 claims that in The Garden of Eden Catherine "takes the initiative in act-
 ing out the author's erotic fantasies" (544). For Spilka, the novel with its
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 ready answers to "biographical question[s]" (292), is "a retrospective key to

 [Hemingways] own lifelong quarrel with androgyny" (293). And Eby dubs
 The Garden of Eden "a sort of perverse roman à clef/' in which characters

 are "transparent cognates for Hemingway" ( Fetishism 192). Transparency

 suggests a special readability; a transparent signifier seems to yield an overt,
 unambiguous referent outside language. Louis A. Renza has noted the
 "critical tendency to regard Hemingway s fiction in 'referential' terms"
 (213-14), where referentiality, like transparency, designates the potential

 for literal meaning. Not only is this biographical impetus in Hemingway
 studies - shall we say, this critical biopower - insistently literalizing, but as

 I will argue, the literal extends from matters of literature to the problem
 of gender norms.

 Taking the fictional texts as evidence of the author s life, Lynn, Spilka,

 and Eby construe Hemingway s departure from orthodox masculinity as
 essentially morbid. Though they meticulously describe the mechanisms
 of his psychopathology, the fundamental Tightness of gender norms seems

 so obvious, so natural, as to require no explanation. It is this unexamined
 assumption, the core of systemic transphobia, that compromises otherwise
 astute and dedicated readings. Whether they regret his tragic flaw, savor
 his collapse, or hasten to diagnose his disorder, all three find something
 wrong with Hemingway, and not just Hemingway - rather, they regard
 illness or injury as the inevitable result of non-normative gendering. Lynn,

 for example, believes that Catherine "speaks for [Hemingway] when she
 confesses to a sense of failure in living up to the demands of the sexual
 identity she was born with" (544). No one is born with a sexual identity,
 but the message is clear: Hemingway has fallen away from the masculine
 ideal. Lynn contends that Grace Hemingway begins to "tamper with"
 (38) her son s masculinity in his infancy, in part by staging an "elaborate
 pretense that litde Ernest and his sister were twins of the same sex" (40).
 This argument anticipates Eby s theory that Hemingway s mother caused
 the "trauma" (Fetishism 11) that led to his gender disorder, "profoundly
 disturbing the early formation of Hemingway's ego, gender identity, and
 body-image" (167). In more recent work, Richard Fantina echoes the
 same theme: "Hemingway, no doubt, had memories of his childhood
 when he was forced by his mother to wear litde girls' outfits and this must
 have recurred to him painfully over the years" (54). Each one assumes that

 any child with a male body must have an innate, solely masculine gender
 identity and recognize himself in the cultural trappings of masculinity.12

 154
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 They also frame the transgender possibility in an etiological narrative,
 finding its cause in the mothers own deviance. Grace Hemingway is a
 "tomboy" ( Lynn 28), an "aggressive" (30) feminist (29), and a probable
 lesbian (100), whom even Spilka calls "embarrassing" (6). Mirroring no-
 tions of homosexuality as the result of corruption or seduction, this etiol-

 ogy suggests that queers create queers through their baleful influence on
 the innocent.

 On the whole, Spilka is more ambivalent than Lynn. While for Lynn
 gender cross-identification amounts to a "helpless" lack of agency (533),
 Spilka posits Hemingway s "quarrel with androgyny" as a source of his
 creative power. Nonetheless, he construes the departure from ordinary
 masculinity as a harrowing loss: Hemingways "wound of androgyny"
 is a "bedeviling" and "degrading" problem (3), consisting, he writes, of
 "identification with women and with the female within oneself, felt now

 as an almost intolerable vulnerability, a hidden emasculation, a secret loss
 of male identity, a self-betrayal" (222). 13 Conventional responses to female

 masculinity are not kind, but this vastation of male femininity reflects the

 asymmetry of sexual difference in masculinist culture. Femininity is not
 supplemental but subtractive - to be more a woman is to be less a man.
 In this zero-sum game, femininity cannot offer presence, only lack; its
 effect on masculinity is sheer negation.14 For Spilka, then, Hemingway's
 heroism lies in his "resistive creative strength and its frank location in
 his own androgynous weakness" (299), although there is no evidence
 that Hemingway perceived his own femininity in these negative terms.
 Finally, Spilka shares Lynn s most extravagant claim: the notion that dam-

 age to his masculine identity contributed to the author s suicide at the
 age of 60. Seeing in Nick Adams a portrait of Hemingway himself, Lynn
 finds him "terrifically vulnerable to the siren call of death" because his
 mother "looms up in his symbol-searching imagination as a destroyer of
 male sexuality" (46). Spilka is even more direct, stating that Hemingways
 suicide "must have been fostered by his reduction in his own mind," by
 factors such as illness, "to a self-effacing self-destructive androgyne" (314)
 like Catherine in The Garden of Eden.

 Focused on the notion of inner division, Eby s Hemingway s Fetishism

 takes Hemingway s departure from gender norms as a symptom of major
 psychosexual disorders.15 Eby maintains that Hemingway was a sexual
 fetishist whose obsession "manifested itself through transvestic behavior"
 (12) which in turn betrayed a "bisexual split in his ego" (13). 16 He traces
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 both fetishistic and transvestic behaviors to improper gendering: the ab-
 normal "split," in his view, indicates "a profound confusion about gender
 identity (191). His reading relies substantially on the ego psychology that
 transformed Freudian analysis into a mid-century technology of normal-

 ization, regarding homosexuality and transsexuality as mental illnesses that

 could be cured by reconciling the individual to social mores (Terry 108).
 Though published in 1999, when queer and transgender studies, as well
 as psychotherapy, offered more positive models, Hemingway s Fetishism
 thus embraces the censorious theories of the past. In his introduction, Eby

 defends his use of the word "perversion" (8) as a "standard psychoanalytic

 term" (9) even as he acknowledges that the DSM-IV eliminated the term
 in 1994. He assures readers that he does not intend to be "judgmental"
 (8), but he chooses language whose "power-laden" (9) associations with
 "coercive social norms" reflect the historical abjection of non-normative
 sexualities and genders. Having named Hemingway as a transvestite in
 1999, Eby reframes him as a would-be transsexual in 2005, asserting that
 "transvestism exists on a continuum between two poles" (89) one end
 comprised of "fetishists, such as Hemingway" (89-90) and the other of
 "secondary transsexuals" (90), a term borrowed from Robert Stoller.
 For Eby, Hemingway, as a man who regularly "hallucinates" (79) being a
 woman, falls within the "transvestic continuum" (90), but fails as a trans-

 sexual because he never manages to get "comfortable with his feminine
 identity" or to recognize his biological sex as a "ghastly mistake."Yet all
 transsexuals are pathological in Eby s model, for they have "a bisexually
 riven ego" unknown to the "normal" mind (87). By clinging to his mas-
 culinity, Hemingway becomes a failed transsexual, lower even than the
 "secondary" grade, locked in the perversion of a perversion.17

 In these narratives male feminization means weakness and fail-

 ure, confusion and delusion. The critics' drive to identify the cause of
 Hemingways femininity itself underscores its abjection, for etiology is
 not wasted on conventional lives; as Paul Morrison puts it, "normativity
 is thus spared the indignity of an explanation" (13). They do not merely
 see Hemingway as a troubled individual, but they accept an ideal of male
 masculinity from which deviation is inherently pathological. Like Spilka,
 Lynn and Eby regard male femininity as a traumatic loss because they pos-
 it a fundamentally oppositional model of sex and gender. It matters little
 whether they themselves accept socially normative concepts of gender
 wholesale or, recognizing their contingency, conclude that Hemingway
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 would have accepted them. True, Hemingway could not have escaped the
 influence of prevailing ideology, but there is abundant evidence of people,

 transgendered and otherwise, who have challenged gender norms without
 regarding their difference as shame or illness. Indeed, that is why it is not

 only Hemingway s business, but everyone's, when a man who thinks of
 himself as a girl is called "crazy," "tragic," "weak," "psychotic," "helpless,"

 and "self-destructive," even to the point of suicide.

 Reading in Eden
 For a novel about "deviationism," The Garden of Eden has a lot to say

 about interpretation. Everyone knows it is a novel about writing, a novel
 about the writer David Bourne, but it is also a novel about reading. The
 newspapers, novels, scribbled notes, book reviews, magazines, letters and
 racing forms that litter its pages pale before David's creative work, sto-
 ries penciled in neat cahiers , but they all indicate a text consumed by the

 question of how to read properly. True to type, the literary critics whose
 remarks arrive from the clipping service introduce the possibility of mis-

 reading: "Most of the reviews were excellent. Of course there were some.
 But that was to be expected

 For David, however, the good reviews may be more damaging than the
 bad ones: "they had been understanding and perceptive previews but to
 him they meant nothing" (59). Finally he is disgusted: "the hell with the
 promise he had validated. What promise to whom? To The Dial, to The
 Bookman , to The New Republic?. . . .What shit" (60).

 It is the clippings, appropriately, that introduce a further heuristic
 problem. The book of Genesis from which Hemingway takes his title
 describes a prelapsarian literalism in which God s word and the things of
 his creation are interchangeable, ending in the linguistic fall of man into
 a world of tropes. 18 Yet as a novel, The Garden of Eden announces itself as
 anything but literal; it constitutes a post-Freudian discursive field where
 nothing is unambiguous and anything may have a second meaning. Quar-
 reling with David over the reviews, Catherine says bitterly "you clipping
 reader" (39), but a little later, making peace, she disavows the words: "Ac-
 tually my tongue just slipped making a joke" (40). Freud, of course, has a
 theory about jokes, and Davids response summarizes it nicely: "You had
 to have them in your head to bring them out that way" (41). Acknowl-
 edging the unconscious, Hemingway signals that we must be Freudian
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 readers in a world where surface meanings fail to satisfy, interpretation is

 an endless task, and things are seldom what they seem. In Interpretation of
 Dreams , Freud writes:

 just as all neurotic symptoms, and, for that matter, dreams, are

 capable of being over-interpreted and indeed need to be, if they
 are to be fully understood, so all genuinely creative writings are

 the product of more than a single motive and more than a single
 impulse in the poet s mind and are open to more than a single
 interpretation. (4:266)

 This classic definition of overdetermination, the multiple-causality that
 undergirds plural meanings, also outlines the methodology - what Freud
 calls "over-interpretation" - that will come to characterize psychoanalytic

 reading as a "school of suspicion" (Ricouer 32). Catherine continues her
 futile protests - "It really was a joke and it just misfired. Truly David that

 was all" (41) - but she cannot unsay her words. In a Freudian world her
 remark cannot be taken only literally (David is a clipping reader, but that

 tells us nothing), for its signification lies elsewhere. Surely some statements
 are best understood literally, but the problem, as Hemingway suggests, is

 knowing which ones. Only once does the published The Garden of Eden
 reveal what David has written in his narrative about life with Catherine,

 and there we find another switchpoint, if not another joke. In Davids
 story, Catherine is driving near a train when "the train disappeared into a
 tunnel." "I had it" she says, "tell me if I can get it again." He looks at the
 map: "Not for a while" (78). One need not recall the final shot of North
 by Northwest , itself a parody, to recognize the vulgar idiom; but is the pas-

 sage a metaphor or mere description?
 Non-literal reading - whether Freudian "symptomatic reading" or

 the Marxist criticism that has been named a "hermeneutics of suspicion"
 (Best and Marcus 4) - has long been figured by tropes of surface and
 depth.19 Where surface reading accepts meaning at face value, a suspicious
 reading looks deeper to discover what the visible screens from view. In
 The Interpretation of Dreams , Freud finds the latent content of the dream
 "underlying" its manifest content and seeks out the thoughts "concealed
 behind the dream"; his remark that "appearances are deceitful" (4: 313)
 might well be the axiom of symptomatic reading. This is what many con-
 sider literary reading, for rightly or wrongly it designates an established

 practice of modern literary criticism. In his preface to The Garden of Eden,
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 for example, Charles Scribner Jr. urges the reader not to be deceived by
 Hemingways apparent focus on "external action": "On the surface, many
 of these stories may seem to deal with exciting physical events, but, like
 Conrad, he was always primarily interested in the effect such events had
 in the minds of the individuals involved" (viii). In fact, Scribner s figures

 of surface and depth originate in the novel, where Hemingway offers an
 extended metaphor. The first ten pages of The Garden of Eden describe a
 favorite Hemingway pastime, fishing, at some leisure.With his bamboo
 pole and cork float, David "let a sandworm float gently along at a depth
 where he thought fish might be feeding" (7); when the fish, hooked,
 begins to struggle, "he came up thrashing at the surface and then was
 down again" (8); then "he was swimming just under the surface" (9), until
 finally "the fish was on the surface." Here the pages that might seem in-
 nocently to proffer surface meaning also call attention to tropes of surface
 and depth: on the surface, this language of surface is merely about fishing,

 but a suspicious reading reveals another meaning in its depths - that is,
 a meditation on the act of plumbing textual depths. So if Hemingway s
 famous anti-aesthetic, expressed in The Garden of Eden as the choice of
 "simple declarative sentences" (108) over "rhetorical" flourishes (224),
 seems to announce him as a writer of surfaces, his equally famous iceberg

 theory points toward how much textuality can hold in its depths, and how

 profoundly Freudian, therefore, he expects the act of reading to be. In A
 Moveable Feast Hemingway explains what was in the 1920s his "new the-
 ory," and by the 1950s his rather old one, that "you could omit anything
 if you knew that you omitted and the omitted part would strengthen the

 story and make people feel something more than they understood" (75).
 In Death in the Afternoon , Hemingway explains that principle of omission

 as a relation of surface to depth: "The dignity of movement of an ice-berg
 is due to only one-eighth of it being above water" (192). Neither surface
 nor symptomatic reading is authoritative, for each can offer only a limited
 line of sight:, the lure of "obvious" referentiality on the one hand, and, on
 the other, the promise of veiled truth. The question is knowing which to
 use or, better, how to use both.

 I dwell on questions of reading in The Garden of Eden because gender
 too depends on signification, and David and Catherine are avid readers
 of their own and others' bodies. Catherine s first short haircut looks to

 her like "a true boys" but to him "very beautiful" (15); in the village,
 David knows, that haircut "could mean too much, or it could only mean
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 showing the beautiful shape of a head" (16). Catherine s tanning and hair
 coloring reflect her understanding of the body as a text whose message
 is not fixed. When David insists that she is a girl, touching her breasts
 ("where I'm holding you you are a girl") she redirects his attention,
 instructing him how to read her body: "They're just my dowry. . . .Feel
 my cheeks and the back of my neck" (17). At such moments the sexed
 body strains to express a contrary gender, but it does not do so outside
 discourse. "Dowry" suggests that some signifiers of Catherine's feminin-
 ity, like her strand of pearls, perform a cultural function at odds with the
 masculine self-inscription of her short hair and trousers. Acknowledging
 both, Catherine sees her body as an assemblage of signifiers that point dis-

 continuously to different genders, not the self-evident expression of one
 anatomical fact. Her masculinity is fundamentally discursive, predicated
 on the ritualized monologues in which she declares herself a boy and
 exhorts David to be her girl. Narrating her first "change," she says "I'm
 Peter. You re my wonderful Catherine" (15). Her reminders to David ("the

 lips are your girl again," [70]) suggest an awareness that her gender is not
 visible to others. Even her barber-shop haircuts fail to make her masculin-

 ity socially legible; it needs the supplement of speech. She understands,
 in short, how her statement "now I'm a boy" functions performatively,
 and reenacts on her own behalf the discursive construction of norma-

 tive gender roles. In the archetypal scene in which a doctor examines
 the genitals of a newborn and announces "it's a boy" or "it's a girl," the
 referential "truth" of the statement does not account for its performative

 dimension, which imprints the body with the masculinity or femininity
 that the gendered subject will thereafter be tasked to represent.20

 Both feminist and transgender theorists have described sex and gen-
 der in semiotic terms, and the distinction between sex and gender is cru-

 cial to any reconciliation between the two schools. In a 1975 essay, "The
 Traffic in Women," anthropologist Gayle Rubin introduces the notion of
 the "sex/gender system" (159) to describe the cultural transformation of
 biological sex and sexuality. A version of this formula becomes a central
 tenet of feminist theory: although some differences between men and
 women are essential, feminists argue that much of the difference ascribed
 to nature is in fact cultural and therefore could be otherwise. On the

 distinction between the anatomical body and acculturated gender, Teresa
 de Lauretis writes in 1987, "gender is not sex, a state of nature, but the
 representation of each individual in terms of a particular social relation
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 which pre-exists the individual and is predicated on the conceptual and
 rigid (structural) opposition of two biological sexes"(5).21 This framing
 of sex as essential ("biological" and "a state of nature") and gender as
 contingent (a "representation" of a "social relation") seems to oppose
 transgender theory. In simplest terms, feminist theory would see sex as
 essential and gender as contingent, while transgender theory regards sex
 as contingent and gender as essential.

 But we no longer speak in simplest terms: feminist theory has largely
 abandoned its monolithic notion of embodiedness and transgender
 theory has complicated its accounts of gender. As early as 1990, Judith
 Butler argues that "Gender ought not to be conceived merely as the
 cultural inscription of meaning on a pregiven sex . . . gender must also
 designate the very apparatus of production whereby the sexes themselves
 are established" (Gender Trouble 7). By 2000, Anne Fausto-Sterling speaks
 for many feminists when she explains that "'sex' is not a pure physical
 category. What bodily signals and functions we define as male or female
 come already entangled in our ideas about gender" (4). This aligns with
 Patricia Elliott and Katrina Roen s claim that transsexuality shows how
 "anatomical sex does not dictate gender, nor does it dictate the form of
 embodiment taken up by the subject" (248). In their formulation, the
 binary sex/gender model begins to fracture, as what formerly was "sex"
 divides into "anatomical sex" and an assumed "embodiment." There is

 no body-itself, no fact of anatomical sex outside signification. Similarly,
 transgender studies demonstrate how profoundly sex and gender are
 overdetermined by cultural expectations, a subject s sense of her or his
 identity, and the forms of expression through which either or both are
 signified (Hale 290). As a result, the status of "representation" that de
 Laure tis reserved for gender now applies to sex and to sex/ gender as a
 semiotic system. If the early feminist formula for sex/gender sought to
 demonstrate how much excess meaning culturally accrues to gender roles
 beyond the "natural" signification of the body, which it did not dispute,
 later theorists recognize both sex and gender as discursive constructions,
 not physical facts. In this way feminist and transgender theorists approach
 Lacan s understanding of sexual difference as an effect of a symbolic order

 which instantiates the differences it appears simply to name. Jacqueline
 Rose explains how Lacan s intervention resolves an aporia in the Freudian
 tradition: it is not that "anatomical difference is sexual difference . . . but

 that anatomical difference comes to figure sexual difference" (42). Sex
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 and gender are thus pressed into service as signifiers of a purely notional
 "sexual difference."

 Gender-normative ideology, however, cannot acknowledge that
 semiotic structure; it takes both sex and gender as primary, natural, and
 unmediated. It conflates gender with sex by positing sex/ gender as a sign

 that signifies literally. Gender is supposed to be transparently referential,
 an unmediated expression of sex. (The contradictory structure of this
 model, in which sex and gender are at once pre-discursive and forms of
 signification, reflects the problem of literalism as such, for, as we will see,
 the literal is fundamentally the illusion of a language that is not language,

 of signs that are not signs.) When Hemingway's readers portray male femi-

 ninity as essentially pathological, then, that response depends on a belief
 in literal correspondence between gender and sex. When Lynn discusses
 "the sexual identity [Catherine] was born with" (544) or refers to Ernest s
 infantile "masculine identity" (38), he not only puts gender in the place
 of sex as innate and natural, but also takes for granted what Butler and
 Fausto-Sterling would contest, that sex itself can be innate and natural.
 For Lynn, that is, both sex and gender have a pre-cultural, unambiguous
 meaning until or unless they are damaged by some secondary force - in
 Hemingways case, by "the role that had been imposed on him" (44).
 Spilka too posits gender as primary, imagining Hemingway's masculinity
 is indissociable from his maleness until it meets the insidious negation
 of "androgyny." And Eby's diagnostic case study is predicated on a no-
 tion of a morphological reality that is at once, and inextricably, male and

 masculine.22 By contrast, Thomas Strychacz's reading of Hemingway and
 masculinity accepts the distinction between sex and gender, arguing that
 it is Catherine whose manhood is at stake in the novel: "for Hemingway
 not all males are 'men'" and, conversely, "all 'men' may not be male" (215).

 Sense and nonsense

 In linguistic terms, the equation of sex with gender promotes a dream of
 referentiality, a literalizing fantasy. And as it happens, The Garden of Eden
 offers a fine anecdotal definition of the literal. Waiting for Catherine in
 a cafe, David orders a beer. "This isn't a beer place" responds the waiter.
 David persists, gets the same reply, and finally snaps "Up yours." Drink-
 ing his beer in another cafe, he considers the incident: "The waiter was
 probably just making conversation, he thought, and what the man said was
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 quite true. It isn't a beer place. He was just being literal. He wasn't being
 insolent" (58). Whereas a nonliteral statement would have been insolent
 by hiding its barb under the cloak of mere information, the waiter's lit-
 eralism exonerates him. To be literal, then, is to have no hidden message,
 to signify only what is evident on the surface. It really wasn't a beer place.

 The OED largely concurs: the literal is referential in that each signifier
 unerringly indicates one signified. It is a form of precise duplication,
 "representing the very words of the original"; it designates "the etymo-
 logical or the relatively primary sense of a word ... as distinguished from
 any metaphorical or merely suggested meaning." To be literal is, above
 all, not to be figurai: it is to be "free from figures of speech, exaggeration,
 or allusion."

 But because no utterance can be simply referential, because language
 is a tissue of tropes, the literal is an expedient illusion that, among other
 things, helps to license hegemony as "common sense." Since all language
 is fundamentally metaphorical, the literal is a trope in denial of its own
 tropological status. As Barbara Johnson remarks, "if literal' means to the
 letter, the literal becomes the most problematically figurative mode of all"

 (138). 23 What passes for the literal is the figure that effectively obscures

 its figurality through an effect of primacy, singularity, and - perhaps most

 relevant to sex and gender - a geometry of surfaces. The literal purports to
 have no deeper meaning, to have no depth at all, and yet that lack of di-
 mension signifies presence, not absence." In conventional terms, Shoshana
 Felman explains, "the abnormal" is "precisely that which is not literal, that

 which deviates from the literal. . . .Literal (normal) sex being viewed as
 a simple, positive act or fact"(l 1 1).24 Although "sex" designates sexuality

 in the context of Felman s argument, the remark could apply equally to
 regulatory technologies of sex and gender, in which gender may not sig-
 nify the "right" sex or may signify equivocally, and in which "non-literal"

 gender signifiers - those that are not "simple" and "positive" - will appear
 incoherent.Yet as feminist and transgender critics have noted, anatomical
 sexual difference, the focus of gender-normative discourse, is a fantasy;
 the literal body is not literally true. Literalism, in short, has a politics;
 its mechanism of naturalized facticity defends the norm. The literal is
 an impossible ideal, but it is also the vanishing point of a system whose
 highest reward is the invisibility of the norm. Just as the literal denies its

 own discursive status, cleaving instead to the privileged status of nature,
 gender normativity claims the natural, the candid, the non-arbitrary. The
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 maintenance of the gender system might then be described as an insti-
 tutionalized practice of literal reading that condemns as "insolent" the
 person whose sex and gender cannot be taken at face value. The story of
 a man in search of a beer becomes a parable of normative masculinity.

 In tracing gender normativity to a certain literalism, I am mindful of

 the role the literal already plays in transsexual and transgender theory. In

 several publications, Jay Prosser has sought to establish transsexual particu-

 larity by widening the divide between transgender and transsexual narra-

 tives, between "those who play with transsexuality figuratively and those

 who live it in the flesh" (201). 25 Judith Halberstam does not contest the
 centrality of the body to transsexual self-definition, but she contends that

 judging transsexual bodies as somehow more authentic - they "live" while
 others "play" - dismisses other transgender people as "dilettantes and rec-

 reationalists in the game of gender" (167). 26 Prosser goes on to recast the
 distinction between "real" and "play" in linguistic terms, as the difference

 between the literal and the figurai. For him, transsexuals have "a particular

 experience of the body that can't simply transcend (or transubstantiate)
 the literal" (59). That specificity, he writes, has been undermined by "the

 theoretical assumption of trans as trope" (33) in a transgender theory that

 posits "sex as a figurative eifect" (201), implicitly foreclosing the reality of
 transsexual embodiment. If his argument sounds familiar, it is because the

 complaint that language threatens embodied experience has circulated in
 feminist and lesbian criticism for decades, among those who champion
 "lived reality" against a figurality seen as decadent and corrupt. Sue-Ellen

 Case, among others, has decried "the deconstructive break with the per-
 sonal as political" (209), proposing in its place a strategy that "reclaims the
 live' - the body - the visible" (215). Like Prosser s, her reading is marked
 by literalism - that is, by a profound distrust of representation in which
 figurality is not only divorced from embodied subjects but also inimical
 to their well-being.

 Whether speaking for transsexuals or biological women, the literal-
 izing structure of this identity politics presumes that there can be a body
 outside discourse, that "body" and "discourse" are mutually exclusive. "For
 the transsexual," Prosser asserts, "being diagnosed, being read, turns pre-

 cisely on a reader willing to move in the other direction against the very
 disembodying metaphoric dynamics of reading" (152). What is a reading
 that opposes the "metaphoric dynamics of reading"? If the act of reading
 is harmful to the body, yet transsexual bodies must be read, the difference
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 between these two kinds of reading depends on their relation to meta-
 phor. Only a trope that refuses tropological indeterminacy can launch a
 reading that is not a reading - in other words a literal reading, the fantasy

 of a hermeneutic practice cordoned off from "metaphor ic dynamics." But

 there is no sex outside language: as Mary Ann Doane reminds us, even "af-

 ter the stripping, the uncoding, the deconstruction ... an uncoded body
 is clearly an impossibility" (167-68). Although Doane refers to the female
 body, as if to answer Case, there are further reasons why the transsexual

 body would be coded as a function of discourse. Indeed, it is precisely
 because the body does signify, and because its signification is not limited
 by the "obvious" or the literal, that transsexual narratives take the body as

 their point of reference.

 Against this potential resignification, the reading, misreading, and
 repudiation of sex and gender as unreadable function as a disciplinary
 regime within which any sex or gender whose meaning is not trans-
 parent will register as incoherent. Reflecting on his new relation to
 Catherine, David thinks: "This nonsense that we do is fun, although I
 don't know how much of it is nonsense and how much is serious" (31).
 But what determines whether male femininity will be "nonsense" or
 "serious"? Where Hemingway himself is concerned, references to gen-
 der "confusion" frame his femininity as unintelligible. Lynn concludes
 that Hemingways sister Marcelline was "confused by the sexual signals
 emanating from her mother" (44) and Eby contends that Hemingways
 fetishism results from "a profound confusion about gender identity" ( Fe-

 tishism 191). Hemingway himself takes a different view: in 1953 he writes

 in Mary s diary: "She has always wanted to be a boy and thinks as a boy
 without ever losing any femininity. If you should become confused on
 this you should retire" (369). I will return shortly to this passage and its
 phantom interlocutor, but for now it is enough to ask whether the con-
 fusion belongs to Hemingway or to his readers. The puzzlement is not
 limited to Hemingway studies: in other contexts, even in queer criticism,
 readers may find transgender possibilities incomprehensible. Writing on
 RadclyfFe Halls lesbian novel The Well of Loneliness (1928), Leigh Gilmore
 argues that British obscenity law, combined with the sexological theory
 of inversion, "compels lesbian self-representation to become intelligible
 in the unintelligible statement T am a boy'" (610). The statement "I am
 a boy" is uttered by Halls protagonist Stephen, a masculine woman who
 loves women. As Prosser proves in his own reading of the novel, however,
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 the evidence that Stephen is a (transgendered) boy rivals the evidence that

 Stephen is a (female) lesbian (155-68).
 Where gender is concerned, literalism turns the confused into the

 crazy. When Catherine says "I'm a boy" (15) in The Garden of Eden, most
 readers would conclude that she is not literally a boy (whatever that
 would mean); instead, she is either figuratively a boy or she is delusional.
 In fact no one is literally a boy; all gender is figurative, discursive, con-
 tingent. As Thomas Strychacz notes, "Catherine-as-man is a trope. But
 then which part of manliness is not a trope?" (216). A figurai reading,
 then, would make sense of Catherine s statement "I'm a boy," while a
 literal reading would find the statement false or mistaken. That literalism

 informs one reading of the novel - neatly figured in the text by Colonel
 Boyle - which asserts that Catherine is wrong (she is not a boy), and that
 therefore something must be wrong with her. Eby takes this path, deem-

 ing Catherine "crazy" ("He Felt" 79) and Hemingway, in an analogous
 situation, "psychotic" (90). But although both the fictional Catherine
 and the factual Hemingway have episodes that keenly evoke mental ill-
 ness, their supposed madness also has everything to do with the ontology

 of gender. David's response to Catherine s masculinity prefigures Lynn's
 response to Hemingway's femininity: Lynn proposes that Hemingway so
 disliked Zelda Fitzgerald that "only in the Zelda-like crazy wife in The
 Garden of Eden would he be able to see himself" (288); linking the "mad-
 woman" (541) Catherine and the author, he continues, is "her fearful
 consciousness of her craziness" (544). 27 In The Garden of Eden, David tells

 Catherine she is "talking crazy" (115); she begins to see herself as "crazy"
 (137, 145); Marita says "She's crazy" (152), then moderates that to "ill"
 (194); and finally Catherine is the "crazy woman" who "burned out the
 Bournes" (243). So insistent is this claim that its true subject seems not to

 be Catherine, but everyone else. As Felman puts it, "The Other's madness
 thus becomes a decisive proof and guarantee of one's own sanity" (195).
 Tellingly, David begins to use the language of mental illness about the
 time of Catherine's affair with Marita and about the time that he begins
 his Africa stories, when his hallucinatory sense of being his father and "liv-

 ing in" the story strikes no one as disturbed (128).28
 Gender-normative culture, however, regards transgender fantasy as

 preposterous - so much so that notions of "crazy" behavior can lead to
 the more serious charge of psychosis. While Eby's early reading deems
 Hemingways "feminine half" psychotic, his later work goes further,
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 depicting the author as an actual victim of psychotic episodes. In 1999,
 when he maintains that for Hemingway certain female characters "rep-
 resented the split-off psychotic feminine half of his own ego," he defines

 the psychotic as one who "repudiates reality in deference to the delusion"
 (Fetishism 205), which is to say, someone who mistakes fantasy for literal

 fact. Hemingway s feminine, fragmentary ego is thus psychotic in relation

 to the male body whose "reality" it appears to disavow. By 2005, Eby will
 argue that Hemingway shares his characters' experience of a "psychotic
 flash" ("He Felt" 88), in the form of "a brief physical hallucination" (85)
 of femaleness. In The Garden of Eden , Eby contends, David does not
 merely fantasize that he is a woman during sex; he also suffers a break
 with reality, echoing similar events experienced by Hemingway himself.
 It is not, of course, impossible for psychosis and transgender consciousness

 to coincide, as in Freuds famous Schreber case ( Psycho-Analytic Notes).
 But if - as in Eby s key textual evidence - forgetting oneself and "not
 thinking" ("He Felt" 79) at the moment of sexual climax were indeed
 psychotic, few among us would escape that fate. The logic of Eby s claim
 depends on literalism: he equates corporeality, the gold standard of sexual

 difference, with the reality that Hemingway purportedly denies. What he

 describes in one passage as the "male protagonist s conviction that he has
 been physically transformed" (79), he later rephrases as "physical hallucina-

 tion . . . that the male character has literally, albeit momentarily, become

 a girl" (85). When the literal and the physical become interchangeable,
 literal reading supports the notion of genital physicality as the self-evident
 basis of gender norms.

 But as Johnson observes, the literal is itself duplicitous. It is not that

 some readings or representations are really literal, and that, recognizing
 them, a culture anxious about figurai ambiguity elevates them to author-
 ity. In fact, what is already privileged, including normative social roles,
 is retroactively construed as "literal," with all that that implies: candor,
 common sense, truth at face value. The transparency of the literal sign is
 not in the least transparent, for its self-evidence depends tautologically on
 authority of the norm, and on the relegation of the non-normative to the

 realm of the unreadable. Whether in Hemingway s texts or in his biogra-
 phy, what is at stake is a subject s freedom to define, even to experience,
 her own sex and gender, and the power of hegemony to determine the
 "literal" reality of gendered bodies. At lunch in Madrid, Colonel Boyle
 asks Catherine "what are you right now?" and she answers "A boy if it's
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 all right with you." "Its fine with me," he replies, "But you re not" (63). In

 The Garden of Eden , male-bodied boys like the Colonel, with his "tanned

 face that looked as though it had been carved out of flint" (60), claim the

 prerogative to define others' genders, and with them what is real, what
 is literally true, what is psychotic, and what is sane. Such judgments are
 largely arbitrary and, again, tautological: what is non-normative will be
 deemed abnormal. The notion of psychosis, for example, presumes that
 there is a physical and psychic reality whose meaning all rational people
 fully know and share; but of course hegemony holds the right to define
 such knowledge. Ontology is the purview of the Law: that is why the
 transphobic concept of sex as the ultimate referent of gender has no merit
 as an ontological claim, merely the power to suppress alternate views. As
 Buder explains, the concept of psychosis plays a central role in disciplinary

 mechanisms: "though the symbolic appears to be a force that cannot be
 contravened without psychosis, the symbolic ought to be rethought as a
 series of normativizing injunctions that secure the borders of sex through

 the threat of psychosis, abjection, psychic unliveability" ( Bodies 14-15).
 Thus the discourse of gender normativity discounts the figurative psychic

 dimensions of fantasy, identification, and desire in favor of its own fantasy:

 the supposed literal fact of the physical body.

 Postscript: Recondite
 In 1992, Leslie Feinberg wrote, "Transgendered people are demanding
 the right to choose our own self-definitions" (206) and in 1998, Su-
 san Stryker called for "an explicit recognition of transgendered people
 as active agents seeking to represent themselves" ("Transgender Issue"
 148). That effort continues today in a variety of genres. Though I would
 not identify Hemingway as transgendered, I find it strange that critics
 who see in his published fiction clear symptoms of a psychic malady
 downplay Hemingway s own accounts of his unconventional gender in
 unpublished writing. Their investment in gender norms is perhaps most
 evident in their refusal to credit (or in their trying to discredit) evidence

 suggesting that his femininity may have been a vital and gratifying part
 of his life and literature. I want to end, therefore, by reading two passages

 that Hemingway wrote in Marys 1953 safari diary, not in the name of
 humanism or authentic personal testimony, but because these texts merit
 serious attention to the relations between surface and depth. Because the
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 unconscious ensures everyone's strangeness to herself, to take Heming-
 way seriously is not necessarily to take him literally. But the alternative
 to transphobic literalism is not simply the school of suspicion, for both
 surface and symptomatic reading are necessarily partial. A stronger read-

 ing of gender might move between the symptomatic logic of a Freudian
 world, on the one hand, and fantasies of literal meaning on the other. If
 normative gender regimes insist on the transparency of the body - that
 is, the legibility of anatomy as signifier of both sex and gender - trans-
 gender reading must, so to speak, transcend transparency, acknowledging

 instead a semiotic opacity, a thickness of signification, appropriate to the

 overdetermination of sex and gender.
 In any case, there is nothing transparent about the passages from

 Mary's diary. The first is a playful scrap of postmodern drama, introduc-
 ing "Papa" as the educator of a callow "young man," while the second
 offers psychological realism in the mode of confessional prose. Both owe
 a debt to Hemingway's mentor and rival Gertrude Stein, and to The Au-
 tobiography of Alice B. Toklas in particular. Writing her own autobiography
 as a mock-autobiography of her partner Alice, Stein represents herself
 novelistically in the third person, refusing to break form even in her last

 lines: "About six weeks ago Gertrude Stein said, it does not look to me
 as if you were ever going to write that autobiography. You know what
 I am going to do. I am going to write it for you" (252). Writing in his
 wife's diary, Hemingway both creates Mary as a character and repeats
 Stein's vicarious gesture, replacing one autobiography with another. The
 Autobiography of Mary Welsh Hemingway turns out to be the autobiogra-

 phy of Ernest Hemingway, at least in passages like the one from Saturday,

 December 19, 1953, framed as an interview with "an imaginary reporter
 from an imaginary magazine, Recondite

 REPORTER: Mr. Hemingway, is it true that your wife is a lesbian?

 PAPA: Of course not. Mrs. Hemingway is a boy.

 REPORTER: What are your favorite sports, sir?

 PAPA: Shooting, fishing, reading and sodomy.

 REPORTER: Does Mrs. Hemingway participate in these sports?

 PAPA: She participates in all of them.
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 REPORTER: Sir, can you compare fishing, shooting and crick-
 et, perhaps with the other sports you practice?

 PAPA:Young man, you must distinguish between the diurnal and
 the nocturnal sports. In this later category sodomy is definitely

 superior to fishing.

 REPORTER: Sir, I've heard much of this sport.

 PAPA: Let us speak no further of it. (368-69)

 Conjuring a "Mrs. Hemingway" who both is and is not Mary (she
 gains the conventional "Mrs." and the unconventional status of "boy"),
 "Papa" regards her obliquely. Doubtless this passage was meant for her
 entertainment, but it addresses itself to another. Hemingway s invention

 of the reporter as interlocutor suggests an effort to imagine owning his
 gender and desire - an act that can only be enjoyed in fantasy. Approach-

 ing the subject ("I've heard much") only to avoid it ("Let us speak no
 further") evokes a situation on the very cusp of representability. To be
 "recondite" is to be obscure or abstruse, from a root meaning hidden, and

 the conversation conducted under that aegis is both alert to the possibility

 of misreading and aware of its own very public privacy.
 The Recondite passage resists interpretation by refusing sincerity: it

 would be absurd to read it literally because its mode is parody, camp, or
 irony. A subset of figurai language, irony names a deviation from the literal,

 an utterance that signifies beyond, and discordantly against, its apparent
 surface meaning. Although in The Garden of Eden joking first appears in
 the form of Catherine's feeble excuse, throughout the novel Heming-
 way returns to joking as an example of language that demands ironic,
 non-literal interpretation. At her most estranged, Catherine complains to
 David, "It's just your way of speaking that irritates me . . . your choice of
 words," and then, when he persists, adds "I used to find this type of banter

 amusing" (155). What Catherine calls "banter" is not ordinary referential
 language but speech that signifies ironically, like the punning exchange
 about David s "dark present" and "dark future" in which Marita proves,
 feebly, that "she can make jokes" (103). There is nothing funny about this

 joking; David cloaks his bitterness in irony, which by patently not saying
 what it seems to say suggests the unspeakable nature of his response. After
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 Catherine s diatribe about his father, David mutters "there goes the ball
 game." Marita asks "What did you say?," and he responds: "I said thank
 you very much for having lunch with me" (189). Both responses subvert
 the literal; neither is "quite true" and neither means what it appears to
 say on the surface. Paul de Man notes that irony is a trope that unmakes
 other tropes; that "turning away, that deviation between literal and figurai

 meaning" (164) interrupts all linguistic order, from definition to narra-
 tive form, and condenses the instability of language as such into "radical
 negation" (183). In a culture that systematically displaces the anxiogenic
 properties of language onto suspect others, as Lee Edelman writes, irony
 becomes "that queerest of rhetorical devices" (23).

 Whats queer about Hemingway s mock interview, then, is not only its
 frank endorsement of sodomy and female masculinity but its ironic refusal

 of ordinary signification; if the cultural discipline of gender proceeds by
 rendering some subjects unintelligible, "Mrs. Hemingway is a boy" insists
 upon the sense of nonsense, as does the assertion that Mrs. Hemingway
 "participates in all" of her husband s masculine activities. A somewhat
 different irony informs a passage that Hemingway added to Mary s diary
 on the following day:

 She has always wanted to be a boy and thinks as a boy without
 ever losing any femininity. If you should become confused on
 this you should retire. She loves me to be her girls, which I love
 to be, not being absolutely stupid. . . .In return she makes me
 awards and at night we do every sort of thing which pleases her
 and which pleases me. . . .Mary has never had one lesbian impulse
 but has always wanted to be a boy. Since I have never cared for
 any man and dislike any tactile contact with men except the
 normal Spanish abrazo or embrace which precedes a departure
 or welcomes a return from a voyage or a more or less dangerous
 mission or attack, I loved feeling the embrace of Mary which
 came to me as something quite new and outside all tribal law.
 On the night of December 19th we worked out these things and
 I have never been happier. EH 20/12/53. (How It Was 370)

 That this passage is closer to psychological realism, in the form of a liter-
 ary confession signed and dated by its author, does not mean it can be tak-

 en at face value. Not reading literally, however, does not mean discounting
 surface meaning: the reading that overlooked "I have never been happier"
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 would be impoverished indeed. Lynn finds in this passage only a "helpless
 fascination . . . with androgyny and sexual transposition" (533), and Eby
 registers only negative affect, calling it "dangerous" and "anxiety-laden"
 (HF 176, 177). 29 Yet Hemingway's lines on his femininity seem anything
 but humbled: "I love," "I loved," "I have never been happier." What makes
 those words unreadable is only the conviction that gender dissidence can
 never mean vitality, possibility, jouissance.

 Like the Recondite interview, the second diary entry lies somewhere
 between private contemplation and public avowal, evoking another
 ghostly interlocutor. With its threat of potential judgment, the "you"
 of "If you should become confused on this you should retire" seems to
 impel the defensive phrase "not being absolutely stupid." The signature,
 "EH 20/12/53," surely not meant for Mary but for this other, ironizes
 the passage with a certain self-conscious bravado. Both diary passages
 are structured by intractable contradictions: what Ernest and Mary do is
 unprecedented ("beyond all tribal law") but not incomprehensible ("we
 worked out these things"); their enjoyment is private ("speak no more
 of this") yet public ("is it true?"). In contrast to the mechanisms of social
 intelligibility that in The Garden of Eden make Catherine and all she stands

 for into nonsense, the passages in Mary s diary attempt to make sense of
 non-normative gendering. The reader may be "confused," but the writer
 is not. The vision of an interlocutor capable of understanding Heming-
 way s gendered and sexual life is a fantasy, to be sure, but fantasy is not

 nothing. Above all, fantasy is not psychosis, even when it seeks to render
 real and readable what may seem impossible to others. Fantasy, as Butler
 argues, is not a refusal of reality but "part of the articulation of the pos-

 sible" ( Undoing 28) for "the critical promise of fantasy, when and where it
 exists, is to challenge the contingent limits of what will and will not be
 called reality" (29). This is precisely the task of the diary passages, and of
 Catherines statements in The Garden of Eden, whose syntax Hemingway
 replicates: "Mrs. Hemingway is a boy."

 The diary entries do not ask sex and gender to correspond, nor do
 they posit femininity and masculinity as mutually exclusive. Instead, they

 propose an additive logic of gender, by which Mary can be a boy "with-
 out ever losing any femininity," and Ernest can be a girl without losing
 masculinity, much like Catherine inThe Garden of Eden , whose enjoy-
 ment lies in the expansion of gender possibilities: "I'm a girl. But now
 I'm a boy too" (15). 30 That ability to imagine non-normative gendering
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 in terms of plenitude rather than lack yields a better understanding of
 female masculinity and male femininity, enabling the translation of those

 agonistic pairs - surface and depth, literal and figurai, masculinity and
 femininity - into something more than either/ or.

 Notes

 1 . As the manuscript shows, The Garden of Eden is more ambivalent about ho-

 mosexuality than about gender dissidence. David says of "queers": "I always
 tried to understand them and be fair. . . .We've always had them and I'm never
 rude unless I have to be. But they give me the creeps" (qtd in Spilka 310).

 2. The published version excises several major characters and their stories: see
 Fleming.

 3. Eby notes that these lines have "puzzled a number of readers" and offers a
 useful overview of critical responses, only to conclude that "Catherine's search-
 ing hand . . . does indeed sodomize David" ("He Felt" 77-78).

 4. Thomas Strychacz astutely notes that the reader can tell "who is who" (216)
 because masculine and feminine pronouns remain consistent with earlier usage,
 as if the narrative refuses to participate in the events it describes.

 5. For Halberstam, female masculinity includes the tomboy and the butch
 lesbian, the drag king and the straight cowgirl - a range of subject positions
 that violate the social demand for correlation between sex and gender. While I
 would grant equal complexity to male femininity, I assume that female mascu-
 linity and male femininity not only differ, but differ asymmetrically.

 6. However, arguing that Hemingway shows a "reluctance to assume a female
 position" (60), Comley and Scholes diminish the transgender issue.

 7. Eby elaborates his earlier views in a 2005 article ("He Felt"). Also in 2005,
 Richard Fantina publishes Ernest Hemingway: Machismo and Masochism, which,

 despite its reliance on Eby s work, attempts to move beyond diagnosis and
 pathology: Fantina does not see masochism as ruinous, but "commends" it as
 "subversive" (7-8) .Yet in a few brief mentions, the text consistently denies
 transgender possibilities, subordinating gender to sexuality. Male femininity
 signifies merely as a symptom of the "alternative sexuality" or sexual "perver-
 sion" (3) of masochism, not as gender identity. While it is plausible that male
 femininity could function as part of a masochistic scenario, it is implausible to
 suppose that male femininity could never mean anything else. This refusal of
 transgender possibilities is signaled in the book's index, which has a lengthy
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 entry for "feminization" but none for "femininity" (200), befitting Fantina's

 assumption that male femininity must mean abasement and must be imposed
 from without, as discussions of "forced feminization" suggest (26, 54, 119, 169).

 8. Another queer reading of Hemingway that, like Moddelmog's, focuses on
 sexuality rather than gender identity is Scott St. Pierre's "Bent Hemingway."

 9. Moddelmog does acknowledge transgender possibilities ( Reading Desire 48-
 49, 116) but for the most part she reads non-normative masculinity as homo-
 sexual.

 10. In Hemingway s Islands in the Stream, the "smallest boy" has a "dark side"

 that only his father can grasp: "they recognized it in each other and knew that
 it was bad and the man respected it and understood the boy's having it" (57).
 Ashe notes that Hemingway discovered Gregory's cross-dressing in the mid-
 1940s (91).

 1 1 . After a career as a physician and struggles with alcoholism and manic-

 depressive disorder, Gregory underwent surgery and took the name Gloria in
 1995 (John Hemingway 175). She died in 2001 in the Miami-Dade Women s
 Detention Center after an arrest for indecent exposure. Comparing the "be-
 jeweled exhibitionist" to the "epitome of swaggering mid-century American
 machismo" (Schoenberg), the media were quick to celebrate the irony of her
 death, especially as she did not consistently live as a woman after surgery. In
 a more thoughtful account, Gloria s son John Hemingway says that transition
 "didn't work for him, but as a symbolic act, perhaps he was just picking up
 where my grandfather left off" (68).

 12. That is, Fantina does not recognize the possibility that girls' clothing might

 have been acceptable to Hemingway as a child, nor the fact that for trans-
 gender children, being "forced" to wear gender-normative clothing is equally
 likely to be painful.

 13. Spilka seems to intend "androgynous" as a neutral term, and it is better
 than some alternatives. It is, however, imprecise, combining female masculin-
 ity with male femininity, conflating sex and gender, and suggesting a mythical
 symmetry. For other critiques of androgyny, see Strychacz (220), Moddelmog
 (Reading Desire 32), and Fantina (11).

 14. As Jacqueline Rose notes, "woman is not" because "she is defined purely
 against the man; she is the negative of that definition" (48).

 15. The language of psychic division in Kennedys 1991 article anticipates Eby's
 use of ego psychology. In The Garden of Eden , Kennedy suggests, the incautious
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 David risks "an irreparable breach of his own self-identity": that is, a replica-
 tion of the "split personality" or "tragic schism" that Catherine s masculinity
 denotes (204-05).

 16. A more thorough reading of Hemingway's Fetishism might consider the logi-

 cal problems produced by relying on disparate, often conflicting theories, like
 those derived from Freud, Jungians, Stoller, sexologists, Winnicott, Lacan, and
 ego psychologists.

 17. This argument becomes a double bind: for Eby, Hemingway is psychotic
 when he fantasmatically "becomes a woman" ("He Felt" 85), but he is a devel-
 opmental failure when he does not "live as a woman" (90).

 18. 1 am indebted to Liz Fenton for bringing prelapsarian literalism to my at-
 tention.

 19. As Best and Marcus note, the surface-depth model has had many critics; it
 is apt here, however, because Hemingway and his three critics largely accept it.

 20. One might approach Catherines statements through J. L.Austins theory of
 performative language as adapted to queer theory by Sedgwick ( Touching 5-7).
 I am wary, however, of the way in which the notion of performative language
 as nonreferential seems to cede ontological reality to the literal/constative. As
 Sedgwick suggests, "more can be said of performative speech acts than that
 they are ontologically dislinked or introversively nonreferential"; instead, one

 might better attend to the "necessarily 'aberrant'" relation of "the performative

 to its own reference: the torsion, the mutual perversion, as one might say, of

 reference and performativity" (7). Such a reading would consider how a per-
 formative utterance such as "I'm a boy" or "I'm a girl" may in fact be referen-
 tial regardless of the speaker's supposed sex.

 21. On the sex/gender system in The Garden of Eden, see also Comley, 215.

 22. Literalists where gender is concerned, the three differ in their hermeneutic

 strategies, from Lynn's embrace of "transparent" signifiers to Eby s symptomatic
 effort to "diagnose" Hemingway's secret perversion ( Fetishism 7).

 23. My argument is indebted to the distinction between ironic reading and
 literal reading in Johnson's bravura analysis of Billy Budd (98).

 24. Brian Cummings offers a somewhat different formulation, arguing that
 "the literal is a term discovered or invented only in the delineation of devia-
 tions. It is the deviations which seem describable, whereas the literal seems

 more and more evanescent, ever further off" (221). Here the literal still op-
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 poses the deviant but recedes into the privileged invisibility of the norm.

 25. While most transgender theorists treat the distinction between gender and
 sexuality as fundamental, David Valentine argues that both sex/gender and
 gender/sexuality distinctions are not experienced in the same way by all trans
 people, often along class and race lines: "the recent tendency to claim, as em-
 pirical fact, that gender and sexuality are separate and separable experiences
 results in a substitution of an analytic distinction for actual lived experience"
 (217).

 26. Both Halberstam and Prosser strive for disambiguation; while Prosser pro-
 tests the subsumption of transsexuality by both transgender and homosexual-
 ity (135-38), Halberstam seeks to map the space between homosexuality and
 transgender while acknowledging sites of contiguity and histories of shared
 oppression (46, 151-66). On Prosser 's literalism, see also Heather Love (117).

 27. Eby asserts that "split-off other-sex halves of the ego are common in fetish-
 ism and central to transvestism - and, in isolation, they are certifiably 'crazy'"

 ("He Felt" 86). This recapitulates an argument in Hemingway's Fetishism (204-
 05).

 28. 1 discuss David's paternal identification further in Anachronism and Its Others

 (110-14).

 29. Eby cites this passage as evidence of Hemingway's safari "sexcapades" ("He
 Felt" 83-84), and Spilka relegates it to a footnote enumerating Hemingways
 unusual sexual practices (352).

 30. The double disavowal of homosexuality in the second passage shows how

 profoundly Hemingway remains within "tribal law" and underscores his both/
 and logic. If Ernest is a "girl" and Mary is a "boy," the insistence that Mary
 "has never had one lesbian impulse" and Hemingway has "never cared for any
 man" hardly seems necessary, since their relation remains both heterosexual
 and heterogendered.The disavowal, then, probably responds to the illogical but
 intractable conflation of sexuality and gender in heterosexist culture, namely
 the notion that a feminine man cannot be a heterosexual. But it also suggests

 that Hemingway can recognize himself as simultaneously a man (in sex) and a
 girl (in gender), in which case the erotic meeting of what is male in him and
 what is masculine in Mary could be - but, he says, should not be - construed
 as homosexual.
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